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1. REAL-ESTATE

•

Belgium, Singapore, Japan and Korea signal willingness
to invest in Port City

“Many investors from Belgium, Singapore, Japan, and Korea have pledged their willingness to
commence various trade activities in the Colombo Port City (CHEC Port City Colombo), Public
Relations Head Kassapa Senarath said. He said that they expect many other countries including
Pakistan and Bangladesh to invest in this project.
He expressed these points during a media session held to create the awareness of Sri Lanka Press
Association on the current progress of the Port City Colombo development project.
Senarath further said that the Port City is a mixed development project and currently around
4,000 employees are working in construction work and in various other work capacities. He also
mentioned that local workers and engineers are getting a good experience in massive
construction work while working with Chinese workers and engineers.
Read more

•

Tech, health care and telco to drive commercial property
demand: RIU

Research Intelligence Unit (RIU), conducting a survey among Grade A & B commercial space
tenants says technology firms, health care and telecommunication, were considered to be the
industries which will drive demand for commercial real estate.
Advertising, construction, security firms and travel were understandably expected to remain
stagnant, says a recently launched “Commercial Property Market Report”, by RIU.
Challenges would remain for many real estate properties in the short- to medium-term. it added.
The main aim of any office is to get the office work done with maximum efficiency at minimum
cost. This aim can be achieved only when the office is properly located in a central location where
it is convenient for business partners / customers / clients / suppliers. A good location of an office
building ensures congenial working conditions. However COVID-19 has become an additional
point of consideration. Only 50 percent of the survey respondents were satisfied with their
current geographical location of the office space and they did not feel threatened by the COVID19 pandemic’s spread.
Read more
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•

Colombo’s land value slips on COVID-19

Land value in the Colombo district has become part of the COVID-19 casualty list, with the annual
growth rate declining from 13.6% in the first half of 2019 to 7.1% for the same period in 2020,
for residential, commercial and industrial property category value indicators, the latest data
released by the Central Bank showed yesterday.
The Land Valuation Indicator (LVI) measured by the Central Bank showed that there was a
growth of 12.8% for residential land in the first half of 2019, and 14.9% for industrial and 13.2%
for commercial land when compared to the same period in 2018. However, year-on-year there
was only 7.1% growth for residential and commercial LVI, and 7.2% for industrial LVI. The semiannual percentage change was also slower at 2% in the first quarter of 2020, when compared
with 5% in the second half of 2019.
The LVI was also hit by the Easter Sunday attacks, posting slower growth at 10.3% across all
categories in the second half of 2019.
Read more

•

Construction of Meerigama-Kadawatha expressway to go
ahead

The government made the advance payment for the commencement of construction of the
Meerigama-Kadawatha stretch of the central expressway, a statement said today.
Highways Minister Johnston Fernando instructed Ministry Secretary R.W.R. Premasiri to work in
this regard.
The government is required to pay 15% of the project cost to the contractor. Accordingly Rs.16.67
billion was paid to the construction company on August 25. The distance of the stretch is 36.54
km and the width 24.4 m. It is a four-lane expressway. The total estimated cost is Rs.158 billion.
Read more
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•

India to provide Rs 300 mn for Palali Airport
development

Sri Lanka will ink an MoU with India to the tune of Rs. 300 million to develop the Palaly airport in
Jaffna, Minister of Tourism Prasanna Ranatunge said.
The Minister said that he hopes to obtain Cabinet approval for this and the MoU is likely to be
signed in two weeks. The funding will largely focus on the expansion of the passenger terminal at
the Palali Airport, as well as the luggage inspection area.
Air India and Fits Air operated scheduled flights to Palali, but these operations were halted after
the Covid Pandemic.
India earlier pledged to grant a sum of Rs 300 million for the expansion, just weeks after the
airport was ceremoniously opened by receiving a flight from Chennai. The MoU has already been
drafted.
Read more

•

Prime Grand unveils 37th floor of Colombo’s most
prestigious residencies

Prime Grand, the flagship ultra-luxury condominium project of Sri Lanka’s premier property
developer Prime Group, recently unveiled its 37th floor to a highly exclusive gathering at its
premises. The award-winning 160m tall residential tower, set to be the only high-rise in the most
sought-after neighbourhood of Colombo 07; will redefine the city’s skyline while introducing a
rare collection of exquisite two- to four-bedroom ultra-luxury, private residences unlike any
other in the country.
The project is slated for completion in the second quarter of 2022.
Graced by the presence of a highly select list of prospective buyers, guests were able to take in
the uninterrupted, breath-taking vistas offered at the 37th floor and experience the ambience and
spectre of its masterfully designed architecture over an experiential evening set against a
spectacular sunset.
Read more
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•

Port City attracts international service-oriented brands

The Colombo Port City (CPC) will mainly focus attention towards establishing worldwide ServiceOriented Brands after opening it for global investors, CHEC Port City Colombo, Public Relations
Head Kassapa Senarath told the media session held to create awareness of Sri Lanka Press
Association on the current progress of the Port City Colombo development project.
The Port City Project is being implemented under a tripartite agreement between the Ministry of
Urban Development Authority and China Communication Construction.
Senarath further said since the CPC is a service oriented project no opportunities are extended
for investors to commence either industries or factories.
Read more

•

Colombo Port City plays down US sanctions

The Colombo Port City has played down US sanctions imposed on a Chinese contractor, insisting
it will not impact the project.
A spokesperson for the Colombo Port City told Colombo Gazette that the sanctions have not
directly affected funding for the project.
The spokesperson said that construction work on the Colombo Port City is continuing unaffected.
Read more
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2. ECONOMY

•

Bond yields seesaw to close lower week on week

The week ending 21 August commenced with bond yields increasing marginally but swiftly
reversing to drop from that point onwards leading to the monitory policy announcement.
Yields on the liquid maturities of 2022’s (i.e. 15.11.22 and 15.12.22) and 2023’s (i.e. 15.01.23 and
01.09.23), 15.09.24, 01.05.25, 01.02.26 and 15.08.27 were seen decreasing to weekly lows of
5.50% each, 5.53%, 5.75%, 6.03%, 6.31%, 6.47% and 6.93% respectively against its weeks highs
of 5.62%, 5.70%, 5.95%, 6.20%, 6.45%, 6.52% and 7.00%, reflecting a shift downwards, mainly
on the short end of the yield curve.
This was subsequent to yields increasing once again on Thursday for a brief period, following the
monitory policy announcement by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka, at where policy rates were held
steady. The downward trend in yields was further supported by the outcome of the weekly
Treasury bill auction, at where weighted averages dipped across the board.
Read more

•

National inflation eases in July; CB expects further price
deceleration

Sri Lanka’s headline inflation measured by the National Consumer Price Index (NCPO) rose 6.1
percent in the 12-months to July, recording a deceleration from 6.3 percent in the month earlier
mainly due to a statistical effect of the high base prevailed a year earlier and the slightly eased
food prices.
Sri Lanka’s inflation measured by both national prices and Colombo prices have remained mostly
benign, while expectations also point to further deceleration as economic growth remains well
below its potential, which prevents it from generating excess demand and thereby overheating of
the economy amid excessive monetary and
Although the Monetary Board stayed the key policy rates at last week’s meeting, it largely remains
dovish and took some targeted measures to reduce the caps on regulated interest rates,
maintaining its accommodative monetary policy stance.
Read more
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•

Sri Lanka rupee opens weaker, bond yields marginally up

Sri Lanka rupee was quoted weaker at 184.45/70 against the US dollar on Monday while bond
yields were marginally up in moderate market trade, dealers said.
The rupee closed at 184.40/65 to the greenback on Friday.
In the secondary government securities markets, bond yields marginally up in moderate trade
with high liquidity seen in 2027 maturities, dealers said.
A 2-year bond maturing on 15.12.2022 was quoted at 5.50/55 percent on Monday, up from
5.42/50 percent at Friday’s closing.
Read more
•

Sharp fall in proxy lending rate for SMEs in July

The proxy rate for small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) loans fell by the most during July,
indicating that the interest rates for small businesses are now easing faster than earlier, while
also moving in tandem with the rates offered for their larger counterparts.
The average weighted new lending rate (AWNLR), which reflects the price of loans granted most
recently, has fallen by a sharp 131 basis points to 9.87 percent in July, from the previous month.
“The average weighted new lending rate or the rate at which the banks have lent during the month
of July has declined significantly by 131 basis points to 9.87 percent,” said Central Bank Director
Economic Research Dr. Chandranath Amarasekara.
Read more
•

Lankan Foreign Reserves rise to USD 7.1 bn in July 2020

Liquidity remained positive and volatile throughout the month and recorded the highest surplus
on July 2, amounting to Rs 173.3 billion.
In the month of July, the secondary bond market continued to witness buying interest led by the
policy rate cut announced by the CBSL on July 9 and on the speculation of the election outcome
in August 2020, resulting in a steep downward shift in yields mainly on the short to mid tenor
maturities. T-bill yields declined for the first time below 5% on July 15, 2020 while setting a new
record low. Short tenor yields dipped in the range of 3-35bps, mid tenors dipped by 2-27bps, in
addition, long tenor yields fell by 5-12bps. Private sector credit decreased by Rs 54 bn in Jun 2020,
for the second consecutive month while state credit reflected a net borrowing of Rs 133 bn with
cumulative state credit amounting Rs 928 bn for the year of 2020.
Read more
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•

Colombo stock market kicks off new week positively

The Colombo stock market began the new week with bullish sentiments with healthy turnover
though foreigners remained net sellers.
Acuity Stockbrokers said the bourse ended on a positive note as the ASPI increased by 0.06% or
3.41 points to close at 5,385.79 points, while the S&P SL20 Index also increased by 0.20% or 4.80
points to close at 2,398.98.
Turnover decreased by 14.2% relative to last Friday to amount to Rs. 1.57 billion while the
turnover of JKH accounted for 23.1% of the total day’s turnover.
Read more

•

Bond yields increase marginally on moderate activity

The fresh trading week opened on a bearish note as secondary market bond yields increased
marginally yesterday with activity moderating towards the latter part of the day.
Trades were witnessed on the 2022’s (i.e. 15.11.22 & 15.12.22), 2023’s (i.e. 15.01.23 & 01.09.23),
01.05.25, 01.02.26 and 15.08.27 at levels of 5.55%, 5.55% to 5.58%, 5.60% to 5.63%, 5.80%,
6.36% to 6.37%, 6.50% to 6.52% and 6.98% to 7.00% respectively against its previous day’s
closing levels of 5.45/50, 5.45/52, 5.50/55, 5.73/78, 6.33/35, 6.48/52 and 6.93/95.
In addition, on the short end of the curve, 01.05.21 maturity changed hands at a level of 4.80%
while September and October 2020 secondary bills traded within the range of 4.50% to 4.55%.
The total secondary market Treasury bond/bill transacted volumes for 21st August 2020 was Rs.
10.64 billion.
Read more
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•

Sri Lanka comfortable repaying foreign debt, sovereign
bond in 2020

Sri Lanka has see no difficulties repaying foreign debt 2020, including a billion dollar sovereign
bond, with only 2.5 billion US dollars left to pay in the balance of the year, a top official said.
In October2020, a billion dollar bond is maturing which cannot be rolled over due to adverse
market conditions.
Sri Lanka had 7.2 billion US dollars in reserves.
Read more

•

Sharp fall in proxy lending rate for SMEs in July

The proxy rate for small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) loans fell by the most during July,
indicating that the interest rates for small businesses are now easing faster than earlier, while
also moving in tandem with the rates offered for their larger counterparts.
The average weighted new lending rate (AWNLR), which reflects the price of loans granted most
recently, has fallen by a sharp 131 basis points to 9.87 percent in July, from the previous month.
“The average weighted new lending rate or the rate at which the banks have lent during the month
of July has declined significantly by 131 basis points to 9.87 percent,” said Central Bank Director
Economic Research Dr. Chandranath Amarasekara.
Read more
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BOI to promote FDI from UK

Direct General, BOI Sanjaya Mohottala, met British High Commissioner Sarah Hulton at the High
Commissioner’s residence recently to discuss investment promotion strategies to attract more
FDI from the United Kingdom.
Michael Fernandopulle, Head of Trade & Investment and Asanthi Fernando, Deputy Head of Trade
& Investment also joined the discussion from the British High Commission along with Nilupul De
Silva, Director Investment Promotion, BOI.
The objective of this meeting was to brief the High Commissioner regarding the current
investment promotion initiatives programmes conducted by the BOI and to request for the
assistance of the British High Commission in Colombo to target potential British companies in the
selected target sectors, already identified by the BOI.
Read more

•

Steady progress at weekly auction continues

The steady progress at the weekly Treasury bill auction continued at its auctions held yesterday
as well, as the total offered amount of Rs. 40 billion was successfully subscribed. The weighted
average rates on the 91 day and 182 day maturities decreased by 03 basis points each to 4.56%
and 4.68% respectively while the 364 day bill deceased by 01 basis points to 4.89%. The bids to
offer ratio stood at 1.92:1.
In the secondary bond market yesterday, yields were seen closing the day mostly unchanged as
activity remained moderate. Limited trades were seen on the maturities of 15.12.23, 01.05.25,
01.02.26, 15.08.27 and 15.05.30 at levels of 5.94%, 6.39% to 6.40%, 6.52% to 6.54%, 6.97% to
6.98% and 7.28% to 7.30% respectively. The total secondary market Treasury bond/bill
transacted volumes for 25 August was Rs. 6.15 billion.
In the money market, the weighted average rates on overnight call money and Repo’s stood at
4.53% and 4.54% respectively as the overnight surplus liquidity was recorded at a high of Rs.
197.51 billion yesterday.
Read more
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•

Fiscal deficit up Rs.214bn in 1H as pandemic hurts

Sri Lanka’s budget deficit for the first six months of 2020 expanded by Rs.214 billion in
comparison to the same period in 2019 as the pandemic put a heavy damper on tax incomes as
curfews imposed for nearly two months took a heavy toll on incomes of businesses and
individuals.
The Finance Ministry data recorded a budget deficit of Rs.735.7 billion for the six months
compared to Rs.521.7 billion recorded in the corresponding period last year.
However, the deficit as a share of the estimated gross domestic product (GDP) wasn’t available
for the period as the Ministry appears to have temporarily halted the practice with estimating
GDP becoming a challenge as the Census and Statistics Department reported a contraction in the
economy for the first quarter.
Read more

•

ASPI loses steam, S&P SL20 index decreases - Acuity
Stock Brokers

The Banks Industry Group was the highest contributor to the week’s total turnover value,
accounting for 39.60% (or LKR 3.45Bn) of market turnover. Industry Group’s turnover was
driven primarily by Commercial Bank, DFCC Bank, Sampath & HNB which accounted for 89.85%
of the sector’s total turnover. The Capital Goods Industry Group meanwhile accounted for 24.98%
(or LKR 2.18Bn) of the total turnover value, with turnover driven primarily by JKH & Access
Engineering which accounted for 87.72% of the sector turnover. The Food, Beverage & Tobacco
Industry Group was also amongst the top sectorial contributors, contributing 11.38% (or LKR
0.99Bn) to the total turnover, with turnover driven primarily by Melstacorp & LMF accounting
for 72.64% of the total turnover.
The Food Beverage & Tobacco Industry Group dominated the market in terms of share volume,
accounting for 16.45% (or 46.30Mn shares) of total volume, with a value contribution of LKR
0.99Bn.
The Capital Good Industry Group followed suit, adding 14.90% to total turnover volume as
41.96Mn shares were exchanged. The Industry Group’s volume accounted for LKR 2.18Bn of total
market turnover value. The Banks Industry Group meanwhile, contributed 39.89Mn shares (or
14.17%), amounting to LKR 3.45Bn.
Read more
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•

Central bank to assist in development

Prof. Lakshman cited Japan after the Second World War and the successful economies of East and
Southeast Asia as having a high growth trajectory following the adoption of a developmental state
structure.
Prof. Lakshman noted that a developmental state structure was not conceptually defined but
rather a ‘practical combination of systems, institutions, and practices with a clearly laid out
objective of achieving developmental objectives.’
“Market mechanisms and processes are carefully planned in a developmental state. They are
closely monitored and guided by the state. In a socially planned state markets are allowed to
function in specific areas.”
Read more

•

Bond yields settle subsequent to initial setback

The secondary market bond yields, which picked up towards the early part of the week resulting
from renewed selling interest, was seen trading within a tight range subsequent to the weekly bill
auction.
The liquid maturities of 2022’s (i.e. 15.11.22 and 15.12.22), 2023’s (i.e. 15.01.23 and 01.09.23),
01.05.25, 01.02.26, 15.08.27 and 15.05.30 hit intraweek highs of 5.55%, 5.61%, 5.63%, 5.85%,
6.41%, 6.58%, 7.00% and 7.34% respectively, against its previous weeks closing levels of
5.45/50, 5.45/52, 5.50/55, 5.73/78, 6.33/35, 6.48/52, 6.93/95 and 7.25/35.
However, buying interest subsequent to the weekly bill auction curtailed any further upward
movement, with yields once again closing marginally lower. Nevertheless, the yield curve
recorded a marginal upward shift week on week. In addition, maturities such as the 15.07.23,
2024’s (i.e. 15.06.24 and 15.09.24) and 2026’s (i.e. 01.06.26 and 01.08.26) also changed hands at
levels of 5.78% to 5.80%, 6.10% to 6.17% and 6.59% to 6.65% respectively.
Read more
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•

Markets remain bullish due to local investors

The Local Stock Market has continued to remain bullish recording high levels of turnover post
resumption of trading after remaining closed for a two-month period owing to the COVID-19
pandemic. Local investors have played a key role, accounting for more than half the volumes
recorded since reopen and continue to collect securities at low price points. The market has
continued moving upward remaining resilient achieving post-pandemic levels.
The market which resumed for trading on May 11, has continued to remain resilient amidst
foreigners exiting the market, which is not unique to the CSE but is that which is experienced by
the markets around the world.
However, there has also been interest by foreign investors who have purchased Rs. 44 billion a
year to date.
Read more

•

Fiscal deficit up Rs.214bn in 1H as pandemic hurts

Sri Lanka’s budget deficit for the first six months of 2020 expanded by Rs.214 billion in
comparison to the same period in 2019 as the pandemic put a heavy damper on tax incomes as
curfews imposed for nearly two months took a heavy toll on incomes of businesses and
individuals.
The Finance Ministry data recorded a budget deficit of Rs.735.7 billion for the six months
compared to Rs.521.7 billion recorded in the corresponding period last year.
However, the deficit as a share of the estimated gross domestic product (GDP) wasn’t available
for the period as the Ministry appears to have temporarily halted the practice with estimating
GDP becoming a challenge as the Census and Statistics Department reported a contraction in the
economy for the first quarter.
Read more
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•

BOI approves US$ 1.2 bn projects this year

he Board of Investments has approved projects to the tune of USD 1.2 billion so far this year,
Director General (DG) of BOI, Sanjaya Mohottala said.
Another USD billion is in the pipeline for 2020 and this number can be bettered next year, he
opined. Sri Lanka also had seen a positive export trend from local and also BOI companies in July.
The geopolitical situation also helped in this regard.
He said that the political stability that was created after the government secured a 2/3 majority
and the management method adopted to detect, eliminate and treat COVID 19 clusters and
patients which is among the best in the world are major plus points to promote Sri Lanka not only
as a destination for investment but also as a safe and secure country (health-wise) to invest.
Read more

•

Bond market activity dries up ahead of weekly bill
auction

The trading week commenced on a sluggish note, as activity in the secondary bond market
moderated, with most market participants opting to be on the sidelines.
Limited trades took place consisting of the 15.12.22, 15.01.23, 15.12.23, 15.09.24 and 01.02.26
maturities at levels of 5.53%, 5.56%, 5.87% to 5.88%, 6.10% and 6.53% to 6.54% respectively. In
addition, the shorter end maturities of 01.03.21, 01.05.21, 01.08.21 and 15.12.21 changed hands
at levels of 4.70% to 4.75% as well.
This week’s Treasury bill auction will have on offer a total amount of Rs. 40.00 billion, consisting
of Rs. 6 billion of the 91 day, Rs. 14 billion of the 182 day and Rs. 20 billion of the 364 day
maturities. At last week’s auction, the weighted average rates of the 91 day and 182 day
maturities decreased by 03 basis points each to 4.56% and 4.68% respectively while the weighted
average rate of the 364 day bill dipped by 01 basis point to 4.89%. The same weighted average
rates were announced as stipulated cut off rates for this week’s auction. In the secondary bill
market, the 27 November 2020 maturity traded at a level of 4.56%
Read more
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•

Sri Lanka’s inflation at 4.1-pct in August 2020

Sri Lanka’s inflation slowed to 4.1-pct in August 2020, from 4.2 percent in July, data from the state
statistics office showed.
The Colombo Consumer Price Index was unchanged at 135.4 points with non-foods falling, while
the food index climbed to 148.4 points from 148.0 in July.
The food sub-index grew 12.3 percent in the 12 months to August 2020.
Sri Lanka’s central bank printed large volumes of money in March and April and allowed the
rupee to fall steeply in a so-called flexible exchange rate, where money is printed but no
intervention is made to mop up the rupees through dollar sales.
Read more

•

Sri Lanka 2020 first half budget deficit up 41-pct, taxes
down 28-pct

Sri Lanka’s tax revenues have fallen 28 percent 580.8 billion rupees in the first half of 2020, the
overall deficit grew 41 percent to 737 billion rupees, while foreign borrowings were negative,
official data shows, driving domestic borrowing and central bank financing up.
Sri Lanka’s tax revenues have been hit by a combination of a ‘fiscal stimulus’ at the beginning of
the year, a Coronavirus containment measures and money printing by the central bank, which
had triggered import controls.
Read more

•

Sri Lanka rupee opens stronger, bond yields ease

Sri Lanka rupee closed stronger at 185.20/35 against the US dollar on Thursday while bond yields
marginally fell, dealers said.
The rupee ended at 185.25/35 rupee against the greenback on Wednesday.
In the secondary government securities markets, bond yields eased slightly in moderately active
trade, dealers said.
Read more
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•

Steady progress at weekly bill auction continues

The weekly Treasury bill auction conducted yesterday recorded a steady outcome once again as
the total offered amount of Rs.40 billion was all but fully subscribed for a third consecutive week.
The weighted average yield on the market favourite 364 day bill remained steady at 4.89% while
weighted average yields on the 91 day and 182 day bills decreased by 04 and 01 basis points
respectively to 4.52% and 4.67%. The bids to offer ratio decreased to 1.62:1.
The secondary bond market became active yesterday with yields declining on the back of
renewed buying interest. The liquid maturities of 2022s (i.e. 15.11.22 & 15.12.22), 2023s (i.e.
15.01.23, 15.07.23 & 01.09.23), 15.09.24 and 15.08.27 saw its yields dip to intraday lows of
5.48%, 5.46%, 5.47%, 5.75%, 5.76%, 6.05% and 6.85% respectively against its previous day’s
closing level of 5.50/55 each, 5.57/60, 5.75/80, 5.78/85, 6.05/12 and 6.90/92. Furthermore, the
15.03.23 & 15.10.27 maturities were seen changing hands at levels of 5.60% and 6.87% to 6.95%
respectively. In the secondary bill market, October 2020, February 2021, March 2021 and August
2021 maturities were traded at levels of 4.52%, 4.675%, 4.6% and 4.83% respectively, preauction.
Read more
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3. INTERNATIONAL

•

HMRC: Property transactions start to rebound

There were 70,710 property transactions in July, 14.5% more than in June but still 27.4% less
than in July last year, the HMRC’s seasonally adjusted figures show.
The HMRC said the stamp duty holiday announced on July 2020 is unlikely to impact transactions
until late August or early September.
Anna Clare Harper, author of Strategic Property Investing, said: “The upward trend in
transactions data reflects a piece of positive news for all of us: the housing market is moving again
after a complex start to the year. This change reflects a release of pent-up demand and supply.
Read more

•

July home sales spike a record 24.7% as prices set a new
high

Sales of existing homes soared 24.7% in July from June, according to the National Association of
Realtors.
That’s the strongest monthly gain in the history of the survey, going back to 1968, and the highest
sales pace since December 2006.
Sales were 8.7% higher from July 2019.
The numbers represent closed sales, meaning contracts signed in May and June.
Read more
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•

U.S. Luxury Housing Market Enjoys Price Rebound,
Despite Coronavirus

According to a new report from Redfin, the median sale price for luxury homes in the U.S. rose
1.2% year over year to $825,000 during the three months ending July 31, 2020.
The rebound comes after a record decline in the spring, when luxury prices dropped 1.7% as the
coronavirus pandemic forced the U.S. economy into a standstill.
The report is based on an analysis that divided all U.S. residential properties into tiers according
to Redfin Estimates of the homes' market values as of Aug. 10, 2020. This report defines "luxury"
homes as those estimated to be in the top 5% based on market value. To represent non-luxury
homes, Redfin uses the "middle" price tier, i.e. homes estimated to be in the 35th to 65th
percentile for value.
Read more

•

Brexit: UK-EU trade deal 'seems unlikely' says Michel
Barnier

Speaking after the latest round of talks, Michel Barnier said he was "disappointed" and
"concerned".
His UK counterpart David Frost spoke of "little progress", amid differences on fisheries policy and
state aid rules.
The EU has said it would like to agree a deal by October so it can be approved by the European
Parliament before the post-Brexit transition period expires.
Read more
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•

UK retail sales climb back to pre-pandemic levels

Retail sales rose above pre-pandemic levels in July as a rebound in demand continued, according
to official figures.
The Office for National Statistics (ONS) said retail sales volumes rose by 3.6% between June and
July.
It said sales are now 3% higher than February before the World Health Organization declared a
pandemic and the UK was placed in lockdown.
Clothing sales grew last month and people spent more money on petrol.
Meanwhile, activity in the UK's manufacturing and service sectors during August grew at the
fastest rate for nearly seven years, according to a closely watched economic survey.
Read more

•

London’s ‘Tech City’ may never be the same again after
the coronavirus

London’s reputation as one of the world’s major tech hubs is in jeopardy as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic.
At the start of the last decade, a cluster of start-ups began to form around East London’s Old
Street roundabout (technically a gyratory system), leading the area to be nicknamed “Silicon
Roundabout.”
Then-British Prime Minister David Cameron latched onto their success and branded the area in
and around the hipster Shoreditch neighbourhood “Tech City.”
Read more
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•

Demand for properties with tenants inside revealed

Buy-to-let investments with a tenant already in situ are most in-demand across Glasgow, Leeds
and Bristol, research from lettings management company Howsy has found.
In Glasgow 62% of properties with a tenant in situ are under offer or sold.
Cardiff, Oxford and Leeds are home to the highest chance of buying a buy-to-let complete with a
tenant.
In the Welsh capital there’s a 3.7% chance.
Read more

•

Wales’ housing market remained steady during
pandemic

House prices in Wales remained steady in Q2 2020 despite the coronavirus pandemic, with the
average house price recorded at £191,880 according to figures from Principality Building
Society.
Principality’s latest House Price Index records the difference in house prices in each of the 22
local authorities in Wales.
The average house price represents a 2.2% annual rise but a quarterly drop of 0.7%, although
the number of purchases is lower than normal due to lockdown measures that were in place.
Transactions were down by two thirds (66%) in Q2 in which the housing market was
temporarily frozen.
Wales began 2020 with an average house price of £193,299 in January. Although the lockdown
started in March, most decisions to purchase properties in that month would have been taken
before the extent of the pandemic was known according to the index. Prices would therefore
have been relatively unaffected by the pandemic until April.
Read more
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•

U.S. Home Sales Skyrocket 25 Percent in July

According to the National Association of Realtors, existing-home sales continued on a strong,
upward trajectory in July 2020, marking two consecutive months of significant sales gains. Each
of the four major regions attained double-digit, month-over-month increases, while the
Northeast was the only region to show a year-over-year decline.
Total existing-home sales -- completed transactions that include single-family homes,
townhomes, condominiums and co-ops -- jumped 24.7% from June to a seasonally-adjusted
annual rate of 5.86 million in July. The previous record monthly increase in sales was 20.7% in
June of this year. Sales as a whole rose year-over-year, up 8.7% from a year ago (5.39 million in
July 2019).
Read more

•

European stocks higher amid momentum in global
markets

European stocks moved higher in the first hour of trading on Tuesday, following upbeat trade in
markets in the U.S. and Asia Pacific.
The pan-European Stoxx 600 index opened 0.7% higher with all sectors in positive territory.
Banks, insurance and travel stocks were the top performing sectors in early deals.
The S&P 500 on Monday touched another record high on Wall Street, having climbed 1% and
closed above 3,400 for the first time. Apple also hit an all-time high, leading other tech names
higher, while airline and cruise operator stocks jumped amid enthusiasm on the coronavirus
front.
Read more
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•

House prices at all-time high, says Nationwide

House prices continued their post-lockdown recovery in August, notching up their highest
monthly rise in more than 16 years, says the Nationwide.
"House prices have now reversed the losses recorded in May and June and are at a new all-time
high," said its chief economist, Robert Gardner.
Prices rose by 2% last month, it said, taking the average price to £224,123.
The Nationwide said the recovery in housing market activity had been "unexpectedly rapid".
It said the increase in August was the highest since February 2004, when house prices rose by
2.7%.
Read more
•

UK rents rise everywhere barring London

The average rent in the UK is now £985, having risen by 2.1% on last month and 1.5% on last
year, HomeLet’s rental index has found.
Rents rose annually to August in nearly every region, as they increased by 5.5% across the South
West to £899.
However London rents fell by 2.1% year-on-year to £1,611.
Martin Totty, chief executive at HomeLet, said: “Throughout the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic,
private landlords must feel that they alone are shouldering much of the burden to support those
tenants who have been financially impacted.
Read more
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•

Hong Kong Luxury Home Sales Plummet to 4-Year Low in
2020

According to JLL's latest Hong Kong Residential Sales Market Monitor, in the midst of the COVID19 outbreak and deepened economic weaknesses, monthly transactions volume of high-end
residential properties in the first half has dropped visibly compared to previous years in Hong
Kong.
Between January and June 2020, the transaction volumes of properties over HKD 20 million
amounted to a monthly average of 197, representing a drop of 17% compared with a year earlier,
the lowest level since 2016.
Thumbnail image for Henry-Mok-2.jpg
However, JLL's luxury residential capital value index in the second quarter of this year has
increased by 0.4% against a drop of 4% in the previous quarter.
Read more

•

European markets rise with economic data in focus;
Melrose up 10%

The pan-European Stoxx 600 added 1.2% in early trade, with banks, autos and travel stocks all
adding more than 2.5% to lead gains. All sectors and major bourses were trading in positive
territory.
Final euro area Markit Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) composite readings Thursday showed
that economic activity expanded by more than expected in August, coming in at 51.9 against a
forecast of 51.6, with a reading above 50 representing monthly expansion.
This was lower than the 54.9 reading for July, however, as a number of European countries
wrestle with resurgences in coronavirus cases.
Read more
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•

Manhattan apartment deals fall 31% while sales boom in
the suburbs

Manhattan residential sales contracts fell 31% in August while deals in the suburbs and Florida
surged, suggesting that the flight from New York City continued through the summer.
There were 585 sales contracts for condos and co-ops in Manhattan in August, compared with
848 a year ago, according to a report from Douglas Elliman and Miller Samuel. The high end is
suffering the biggest drop — contracts for condos and co-ops price at more than $4 million fell
44%.
The drop is a slight improvement from July, when contracts declined 57%. Yet the August boom
in real estate deals in suburban markets around New York and in Florida shows real estate dollars
(and most likely residents) continue to flow out of Manhattan.
Read more

•

73% of UK business leaders predict office downsizing

Senior business decision makers expect COVID-19 to result in more businesses downsizing to
smaller offer spaces over the coming 12 months, research by Accumulate Capital has revealed.
An independent survey of more than 500 senior decision-makers at companies found that 73%
expect businesses to downsize as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.
Paul Howells, chief executive of Accumulate Capital, said: “Today’s research demonstrates just
how COVID-19 is affecting both the UK’s businesses and its commercial real estate market.
“As a result of the pandemic, businesses clearly no longer look at offices and commercial property
in the same way, which will have significant implications for property developers and commercial
landlords.
Read more
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